9.30 Welcome address. Opening of the working session

9.40 1. Adoption of the Assembly minutes of 11 June 2010 and of the Agenda of the Assembly

9.50 2. Updating on the survey on the management of the demand in inter-country adoption

10.30 3. Updating on the survey on child participation

11.10 COFFEE BREAK

11.30 4. Postponement of the ChildONEurope seminar on impact of the economic crisis on children

12.00 5. Publication on the proceedings of the Seminar and the Report of the integrated review on ECEC services

12.20 6. Update on the dissemination of the Guidelines on data collection and monitoring systems on child abuse

12.30 7. Presentation of new national laws/policies by ChildONEurope partners

13.00 8. Next Assembly date and evaluation of changing the period

13.30 LUNCH

14.40 9. 2011 ChildONEurope Agenda of activities and budget

15.10 10. Information about the up-dating of the ChildONEurope website and of the section on L’Europe de l’Enfance

15.30 11. Information about the up-dating of the meeting of L’Europe de l’Enfance and EU Commission Strategy on the rights of the child

15.50 12. Information on next EU presidencies

16.10 13. Report on the ChildONEurope Secretariat and Assembly Presidency participation in European Conferences

16.30 14. Any other business

16.45 Conclusions

Visit to the Monumental Quarters of Palazzo Vecchio